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Introduction
RapidCAPTURE turns every piece of content into machine readable business insights.

The fact that on an average any ofﬁce from mid to large Multinational generate Information in multiple formats that need to be captured and processed manually, regardless to
say consuming crucial man-hours and exposed to error prone techniques , it is overwhelming. With RapidCAPTURE all of that is covered .From purchase orders and invoices,
to handwritten claims forms and signed contacts, key data is swiftly captured, intelligently
extracted, tagged with searchable metadata and automatically classiﬁed and stored at
CaseMANAGER or BPM of your choice

All the valuable data extracted into a usable, actionable format, you can apply data insight
related to business processes by reducing or eliminating characteristics such as double
data entry and minimize human error in data entry. Multiple tables, checkboxes or multipage ﬁelds don’t affect accuracy or extraction rates, and RapidCOGNITIVE machine learning and natural language techniques are on-hand to further improve your results.
There’s no complex conﬁgurations or long set-up times, and its intuitive enough for everyone to use

HIGHLIGHTS
Content Extraction: capture, analysise and verify data from input documents in
structured or unstructured formats.
Document Ingestion: able to ingest documents with multiple document formats
in a single stream
Smart capture: using machine learning and Natural Language Processing capabilities
Document Tagging: identify and classify all types of document

RapidCAPTURE ,What goes behind the scene
The RapidCAPTURE solution platform uses intelligent AI technologies to “read” crucial
information and perform several automated functions such as: -

Classiﬁcation – attempting to identify the purpose of the Data
Extraction – Indentify and extract business relevant information from
the Data

Enrichment – using integration with other enterprise systems so as to

populate cruticial information that may not necessarily be within the Data .

Export – delivering the extracted data sets to various downstream systems for
decision making and process completion.

Further when automated attempts fall short, the SmartCAPTURE experience uses a
series of guardrails to present correspondence to knowledge experts for correction.

Solve Real-Time Business challenges through
smart Solution
RapidCAPTURES intutive user experince:

SmartCAPTURE is a microservices solution and can therefore be
used or experienced in multiple ways. These include-

RapidCAPTURE as a Service – where users or applications can
submit documents to SmartCAPTURE and receive extraction results in
a near real-time fashion.

RapidCAPTURE as an Experience – this provides users or applications the opportunity to submit documents and be given a
role-based experience for processing any exceptions that occur after
the platform performs extraction.

Design Cosole, adding ﬂexibility with Low-Code, No-Code Solution

RapidCAPTURE empowers organizations with low-code solution conﬁgurations independent of IT support giving time to focus on priorities.
It provides ‘Dynamic Code Execution’ which helps write custom code
for post extraction directly in RC designer. & allows usage and processing of multiple OCRs, ICR & IWR engines as input , combining their
results.

Everything in SmartCAPTURE starts with a Role:

Role-Based security’ by allowing segregation of duties for workﬂow and protecting sensitive information.. Roles grant users access to
different features, batches and documents along with granting a series
of permissions in each of those areas. Roles grant us the ability to view
content, make changes to content, re-route and even retry processing.

Conﬁgurable Work Experience:

Focus on the ﬁelds of needs easily When working with content. Users
hold the choice of working with either Batches or Documents or both
at same time . Users are given a series of options to ﬁlter and focus the
context of the work experience.

Powerful Tooling

While working with batchs or document, users will ﬁnd an array of tools
that allow them to assemble, search, and correct content before submitting to downstream systems.

Validations and Guardrails

In order to assist with extraction accuracy, RapidCAPTURE can be conﬁgured with validation rules or guardrails for each ﬁeld (or combination
of ﬁelds). These rules can be used to guide users to input values that
will prevent downstream conﬂict and ensure data accuracy.

Inteligent Extraction

RapidCAPTURE identiﬁes and auto-index data for every document that
receives a classiﬁcation. The methods used for Auto-Indexing include a
combination of multiple OCR, ICR and IWR engines, in addition to
some speciﬁc logic pertaining to Anthem’s Utilization Management
requirements.Validations are used to ensure data quality by executing
predeﬁned validation rules/checks @ batch, document, and page level

Image Pre-Processing

The following activities are crutial and executed as a part of preparing
documet for the remainder of the lifecycle. Key steps performed at this
stage of the lifecycle include: -

Image Cleanup – some general noise removal, deskew and despeckle activities to attempt to make the faxes more readable via machine. -

Auto-Orientation – rotating pages each page to the proper orientation.
Pages that aren’t autooriented will not be OCR’d successfully. -

File Conversion – sometimes content arrives in a format that isn’t
consumable by extraction engines or other tools.
As a result of this need, the RapidCAPTURE pre-processing layer will
take ownership of converting ﬁles into usable formats.
Examples of these conversions include: Opening and Extracting Zip
ﬁles , Converting a Tiff to a PDF , Etc,

Beneﬁts over peers:
Data Extraction Accuracy approaching 100%
From structured document. Ability to create classiﬁcation and extraction logic
easily through advanced Design Console without involving IT team.

RapidCAPTURE Powered with A.I.
helps organizations to move beyond traditional capture applications, with the
ability to extract information from images, structured, unstructured, or variable
documents in real-time.

Handwritten and unstructured documents
can be processed with approximately 90% extraction accuracy leveraging the
best OCR and ICR engine technology available in the industry for best automation results.

Audio-Scalable suiting your needs
RapidCAPTURE being cloud native and compliant and built on microservice
architecture provides ﬂexibly required in today’s enterprise including elastic
auto scalability.

RC Designer allows usage and processing of multiple OCRs as
input and combining their results.
Also, in case of multiple OCRs used as the input, if differences per engine are
found for a ﬁeld, those characters will be marked as suspicious.

Helps you with a dedicated search element feature,
this element is used to detect whether there is a handwritten signature in a
desired location; additionally, one can also detect and extract paragraphs in
documents which can have desired alignment, number of lines, etc.

It provides a great level of customization on the Designer level
which provides you with easy ﬂexibility.

Few common use cases:
In retail lending Processing loan applications typically require
multiple resource-swallowing manual checks. RapidCAPTURE automatically
examines applicant payslips and bank statements to accelerate the process, cut
down on admin and offer customers a lightning quick decision.

In claims processing Checking and validating insurance
claims is a painstaking task – wading through hand-completed forms and a
wealth of related documents and reports. Eliminating the data entry and automating the process, RapidCAPTURE frees claims analysts to focus on complex
and exceptional cases

In human resources It’s easy to miss the best applicants when their
CV is hidden amoung hundreds of others. Let the AI do the CV screening for you.
Based on simple-to-set criteria, you’ll be given only those CVs that tick all your
boxes. In the race to secure top talent, every second counts. Enjoying a RapidCAPTURE competitive advantage can make all the difference.

In accounts payable, Accounts payable processing is one of the most
labour intensive, time consuming and data input-based back-ofﬁce operations.
And it happens every day in almost every organisation. Use RapidCAPTURE to
transform the P2P process – from invoice automation to PO reconciliation and
payment

In accounts payable, Accounts payable processing is one of the most
labour intensive, time consuming and data input-based back-ofﬁce operations.
And it happens every day in almost every organisation. Use RapidCAPTURE to
transform the P2P process – from invoice automation to PO reconciliation and
payment

In contract management, A historically manual process with signiﬁcant business implications should wording and deﬁnitions be incorrect, or ﬁrms
are contracting with blacklisted organisations. RapidCAPTURE eliminates the
compliance and legal headaches; automatically scaning your document to
ensure its watertight and you don’t end up in court.

In mailroom automation For large enterprises and ofﬁces, the pressures of the morning mail are considerable. Incoming post is often lost or misplaced and conﬁdential letters can sit unopened on desks for days when employees are ﬂexibly working. RapidCAPTURE is the foundation of a digital mailroom, and catalyst for eliminating the high costs of manual handling, sorting
and physical delivery.

These are just a snapshot of the potential use cases.
To ﬁnd out more reach out to us at info@datumsolutions.net or
call us Phone: (+1) 317-863-5604

Need to know more?
Happy to Help.
Schedule a meeting with our team of experts
https://outlook.ofﬁce365.com/owa/calendar/DatumSolutions@datumsolutions.net/bookings/

Or simply leave in your contact details in the link below, and one of our team
members will reach out to you.
https://www.dcgteam.com/contact-us/
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About Datum Solutions
Datum Solutions is a privately held company founded in 2010 and located in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. With global operation
across eight countries, we specialize in providing Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Business Process Management
(BPM), Case Management and Cloud based solutions to meet the business needs of operational departments of commercial
businesses and government agencies. With over 300 ECM professionals on board and experience in 250 successfully imple
mented ECM projects worldwide, our project delivery model allows us to implement innovative technology solutions includ
ing managed and hosted outsourcing options which assist our clients in meeting their business goals.

Our Offerings:
Business-IT Strategy Creation

RapidECM Product Family

Business V

Industr

Business Application Development

Cloud and Hybrid Cloud Migration Services

Operations & Maintenance Optimization

External Content Enablement

Data & Platform Migration

Hosting & Managed Services

Application Modernization

Content Modernization
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